[Several mechanisms of visual gnosis disorders in local brain lesions].
The object of the studies were peculiarities of recognizing visual images by patients with local cerebral lesions under conditions of incomplete sets of the image features, disjunction of the latter, distortion of their spatial arrangement, and unusual spatial orientation of the image as a whole. It was found that elimination of even one essential feature sharply hampered the recognition of the image both by healthy individuals (control), and patients with extraoccipital lesions, whereas elimination of several nonessential features only slowed down the process. In distinction from this the difficulties of the recognition of incomplete images by patients with occipital lesions were directly proportional to the number of the eliminated features irrespective of the latters' significance, i.e. these patients were unable to evaluate the hierarchy of the features. The recognition process in these patients were followed the way of scanning individual features. The reaccumulation and summation. The recognition of the fragmental, spatially distorted and unusually oriented images was found to be affected selectively in patients with parietal lobe affections. The patients with occipital lesions recognized such images practically as good as the ordinary ones.